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Abstract
It was only two decades ago when Internet and www entered to our daily lives. This has not only
changed our way of teaching, socializing, education, travelling, banking etc., but also has
changed the way we sell and buy goods, that is, the commerce of all types. Today, we buy all
types of tickets, vacations, and all types of goods. Percentage of the commerce done on-line
increases day by day never imagined before. This is not limited to regular commerce done on-line,
Internet paved new ways of commerce as well: daily discount deals, instant deals, location-based
deals etc. The competition in this arena is unimaginable. The question is how to survive in this
game? That is, how information can be used to keep current customers and how to attract the new
ones? In this talk be discuss these type of new discount based commerce and ways of competition
to survive in the game.
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